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ABSTRACT 

The search for a latitude dependence (anisotropy) in 

the solar limb profile has attracted more attention in re

cent years due to its fundamental relationship to solar 

oblateness measurements and to various solar models. It is 

shown that the presence of an anisotropy can be determined 

by measuring the solar oblateness for different scan ampli

tudes of the solar image across the oblateness detector. 

Measurements of the solar oblateness for a scan 

amplitude of 54 arc sec were accomplished at SCLERA, a 

unique telescope facility northeast of Tucson. These re

sults, when compared to previous oblateness measurements at 

a scan amplitude of 6.8 arc sec, indicate that the equator 

and poles of the sun have significantly different limb pro

files near the extreme edge of the limb. In this region 

the equatorial limb profile is brighter than the polar limb 

profile. 

The Finite Fourier Transform Definition (FFTD) was 

used in defining the edge of the observed solar limb and in 

eliminating the adverse effects of the atmospheric and in

strumental transfer functions. 
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Because the FFTD was used to define the solar edge, 

quantitative comparisons between these experimental measure

ments and any future solar models which predict the solar 

limb profile will be able to be made with a minimum of 

effort. 

Since the completion of these measurements, other 

measurements at SCLERA have indicated that the anisotropy 

in the solar limb profile is varying with time with a time 

constant greater than or equal to a month. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Significance to General Relativity 

Since the publication of the Princeton solar 

oblateness measurements by Dicke and Goldenberg in 1967, 

there has been a concerted effort by solar physicists to 

show that this reported visual difference in the sun's polar 

and equatorial diameters of 5 ± 0.7 parts out of 105 does 

not correspond to a gravitational oblateness, or more prop

erly, to an oblateness of the gravitational equipotential 

surfaces. The compelling reason to search for this explana

tion has been that a gravitational oblateness of such magni

tude destroys the agreement between that part of the observed 

precession of the perihelion of Mercury ascribed to rela-

tivistic effects and that predicted by Einstein's theory of 

general relativity. In fact, the motivation for the Dicke-

Goldenberg measurements was a search for such a violation. 

Prior to this time, the solar oblateness was believed to be 

small enough to be of no consequence to the theories of 

general relativity (Schur and Ambronn 1895, Ashbrook 1967). 

Assuming a spherical sun, Einstein's relativistic 

prediction of 43 arc sec per century for this precession 
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agrees remarkably well with the observed residual of 43.4 

arc sec per century. The residual is the amount remaining 

after all non-relativistic planetary contributions have been 

subtracted from the observed precession. If the sun, how

ever, has a visual oblateness of 5 parts out of 105, and 

if this oblate visual surface corresponds to an oblate 

gravitational equipotential surface, then this oblateness 

would contribute approximately an additional 4 arc sec per 

century to the advance of Mercury's perihelion. This non-

relativistic contribution, when taken into account, would 

be sufficient to destroy the agreement with Einstein's 

general theory. 

There are other relativistic theories which would 

not be refuted by the effects of a solar oblateness. The 

scalor-tensor theory of Brans and Dicke (1961) predicts for 

Mercury's relativistic perihelion precession an amount 

43 (3w + 4)/(3o) + 6) arc seconds per century, where u is a 

scalor-tensor coupling constant. For an agreement with a 39 

arc sec per century relativistic effect (43 arc sec minus 4 

arc sec due to supposed solar oblateness), would have to 

be approximately 5. Based upon other arguments (Dicke 1970, 

p. 298), it has been suggested that 4 < gj < 7. The agree

ment with this suggestion adds additional credence to the 

scalor-tensor theory. 
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The possible cause of such an observed visual 

oblateness is not really understood. One would expect a 

visual oblateness of one part in 10s due to surface rotation. 

Dicke (1970) has hypothesized a rapidly rotating inner core 

to sustain the larger observed effect. This theory, if 

correct, could establish an additional oblateness of four 

parts out of 10s, i.e., the difference between the observed 

oblateness and the rotational term. 

Those who choose to refute Dicke's claim that the 

sun is gravitationally oblate must either disagree with his 

analysis of the (visual) data or propose a valid model that 

would produce an observed (visual) oblateness but no signif

icant gravitational oblateness. These models must relate 

to polar-equatorial differences in the photosphere because 

it is from the photosphere that essentially all the visible 

solar flux in the continuum emanates . 

These differences in the photosphere could also help 

explain differential rotation (the photosphere is observed 

to rotate more rapidly at equatorial latitudes than at the 

polar latitudes) or, perhaps more fundamentally, have rele

vance to the polar-equatorial temperature differences and 

meridional currents which are thought to be necessary for 

differential rotation. Hence, information on photospheric 

anisotropies should be of great importance not only to 

relativists, but to solar physicists as well. 
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Implications to Solar Physics 

Various models have been proposed to explain the 

Princeton visual oblateness results while preserving a grav-

itationally spherically symmetric sun. These models are 

concerned with brightness differences between the pole and 

equator. Before discussing these models, it is appropriate 

to briefly describe the Princeton solar oblateness 

experiment. 

The solar oblateness measurement was accomplished 

by detecting the total flux passing through two slots which 

were located on diametrically opposed edges of the sun's 

image. This method will be called the integral technique 

because the total flux is 

m CO 

I dx , 
6 

where I is the intensity and 6 is the amount of limb in the 

slot. The slots were rotated and the component of the light 

flux whose frequency was the second harmonic of the rota

tional frequency was analyzed. The phase of this component 

determines the axis of the oblateness and the amplitude 

determines the size of the oblateness. The observed solar 

flux was in the continuum. Three different slot sizes were 

used corresponding to an edge exposure, 6, of 6.5, 12.9, 

and 19.1 arc sec. By varying the slot size, it was thought 

to be possible to detect brightness differences between the 



pole and the equator. Let R and R be the solar equatorial 
e p 

and polar radii, respectively, and AR be their difference. 

If one denotes the oblateness signal (change in flux) as AF 

and, if this signal is due to an oblateness (R = R + AR) e p 

and not a temperature (brightness) difference, then AF will 

be proportional to the solar limb intensity, 1(6), times AR 

and will not change much with the amount of limb exposed 

because I does not change much with 6. If, however, AF is 

due to a temperature difference, AT^^, anc^ "there is no 

oblateness (R = R ), then AF will be directly proportional 
e p 

to 

f 00 

I dx 
6 

and is approximately proportional to the amount of limb 

exposed. The Princeton oblateness measurements were not 

directly proportional to the slot size. Hence, it was and 

still is claimed that a real oblateness existed. This argu

ment is true if the temperature difference is uniform 

throughout the photosphere. If, however, there is a temper

ature difference, AT , which is high in the photosphere, upper' 6 i i > 

then one can get an oblateness effect which is insensitive 

to 6 and hence is indistinguishable from a true oblateness. 

One mechanism suggested for producing a AT is a polar-
^ upper ^ 

equatorial difference in mechanical heating. This argument 
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was proposed by Durney and Roxburgh (1969) and Durney and 

Werner (1971) and first put into a quantitative form by 

Ingersoll and Spiegel (1971). Ingersoll and Spiegel showed 

for their model that the resulting oblateness signal in 

the Princeton oblateness measurements would be proportional 

to 6^, not 6, and they argued that the Princeton data did 

P 
not exclude a S'2 dependence. 

To produce this dependence, it is necessary for the 

difference between the polar and equatorial limb darkening 

functions to be proportional to 6 s. Any solar limb dif

ference with this functional dependence will be called a 

6 ̂  anisotropy. If a 6 2 anisotropy were present with suf

ficient magnitude to account for the Princeton results, it 

would be correctly identified (as an anisotropy of the solar 

limb profile) using the method employed by the author. 

There are other models that produce a polar-

equatorial difference in the limb profiles that produce the 

same functional dependence and hence the same results. 

Rather than a brightness difference based upon a temperature 

difference in the upper photosphere, Chapman and Ingersoll 

(1972) suggested that a brightness difference might arise 

from photospheric faculae near the solar equatorial limb. 

Faculae are regions of excess emission in the continuum and 

are thought to reside in optically thin regions of the upper 
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photosphere predominantly near the solar equator. Hence the 

facular regions would cause an oblateness (integrated flux) 

signal proportional to 8s. "This dependence arises because, 

for the small values of 5 used in the (Princeton) experi

ments, the area of the solar surface in the field of view 

from the occulting disk to the limb is proportional to S2. 

And for optically thin regions, the contribution to the 

signal is simply proportional to the number of emitters in 

the field of view, which is proportional to solar surface 

area and therefore to 6s" (Chapman and Ingersoll 1972, 

p. 820) . 

Durney (1970, 1971), Durney and Roxburgh (1971), and 

Durney and Werner (1971) considered several classes of tem

perature distributions which would produce a visual oblate

ness signal which were in agreement with the Princeton 

oblateness data. To understand how this oblateness effect 

might be observed, consider the following. Let t denote 

the optical depth along the line of sight and xn the maximum 

optical depth in the radial direction from which radiation 

along the line of sight originates. Layers for which xt > 1 

contribute little to the observed flux. Due to this fact 

and to the sphericity of the photospheric layers, light from 

the limb of the solar disk originates higher in the photo

sphere. Durney and Werner (1971) plot the relationship 
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between t and the observational distance from the limb in 
n 

Fig. 1. 

Durney and Werner (1971) state that the best fit to 

give a true visual oblateness (AF not proportional to the 

amount of the limb exposed) is one that has AT > 0 for xn 

= 0.05 and AT < 0 for larger optical depths. Such a tempera

ture distribution is difficult to justify because it would 

require large meridional currents (Durney and Werner 1971). 

Other models that give reasonable agreement with the 

oblateness measurement were explored by Durney and Werner. 

One such model was that of Ingersoll and Spiegel (1971). 

This model assumes a AT for t < 0.01. Making this 
upper n 

assumption alone, 60° to 70°K temperature differences at x 

s; 0.01 are required to obtain fair agreement with the data. 

Ingersoll and Spiegel state that to maintain this AT „ > 
I i 

only II m o r e  e n e r g y  is needed to be dissipated at the equa

tor via mechanical heating so their model appears to be 

quite feasible. Dicke (1972), however, has objected to this 

model on the grounds that force balance has not been con

sidered as well as energy balance. Ingersoll (1972) replied 

that a velocity height gradient in the photosphere could 

produce a balance of forces. Livingston and Milkey (1972) 

found no such difference, thus refuting this model for a 

force balance. 
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.06 

1.4x10' 5x10' 
X(km) 

Fig. 1. The effective optical depth near the edge of the 
solar limb profile. 

Maximum optical depth (in the radial direction) 
along the line of sight (for ^ 1) versus distance from 
the limb. The arrows correspond to amounts of exposed limb 
equal to 6.5, 12.8, and 19.1 sec of arc (Durney and Werner 
1971, p. 23). 
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Durney and Werner (1971) have proposed a model which 

assumes a AT and a AT . The advantage of this model 
ef£ upper 

is that good agreement with the Princeton data can be 

obtained with small temperature differences at all optical 

depths. Durney and Roxburgh (1971) have shown by the use of 

a model which allows rotation and convection to interact 

that large meridional currents, differential rotation, and 

a larger than necessary temperature difference can be main

tained. For a 2% difference in the convective conduction 

coefficient between poles and equator, they predict 350 

cm/sec meridional currents directed toward the equator, 

differential rotation of the observed value, and an equa

torial temperature excess of 70°K. Thus, it appears that 

such small temperature differences for the Durney and Werner 

AT - AT models are not at all unreasonable and that 
eff upper 

such effects should be attempted to be verified experi

mentally . 

Altrock and Canfield reported on such a search in 

January 1972. Their method involved taking photoelectric 

limb darkening scans across the solar disk along a meridian 

and along the equator in the wing of the Ca II K absorption 

line. This region of the wing has an effective optical 

depth of t5000 = 10 3 where t5000 is the optical depth one 

would obtain at 5,000 A in the continuum. This x r£ was ef i 



calculated from three different models and essentially the 

same results were obtained so they claimed the calculation 

was model insensitive. The equatorial limb-darkening curve 

was subtracted from the meridional limb-darkening curve. 

This difference was plotted as a function of latitude and 

shows a positive difference of 8°K ± 2.5° at 15° from the 

equator and 5°K ± 2° at 50° north of the equator. Their 

earlier observations in the lower photosphere showed no 

pole-equator temperature differences. Hence they observed a 

small temperature difference with height at the -15°, +15°, 

and +50° latitudes. Since Dicke's oblateness detector had 

an angular resolution of 60°, they concluded that if he were 

to have made observations during the same period there would 

have been an oblateness signal generated by the intensity 

distribution. However, the temperature difference they 

observed is much too small to account for the whole oblate

ness signal. It is also important to note that their exper

imental results support the Ingersoll-Spiegel hypothesis of 

a brighter upper photosphere near the equator. 

The author's experiment differs in that it directly 

measures differences in continuum brightness with photo-

spheric height, and the intensity is measured at the extreme 

solar limb. These measurements are accomplished by using a 

scheme which was developed to account for atmospheric 



effects ("seeing") and instrumental effects upon oblateness 

measurements. This scheme originally called the Fourier 

Coefficient Technique (FCT), was introduced by Stebbins in 

his Honors thesis (1970). Since the time when this research 

was performed, the FCT has undergone further scrutiny and 

development. It is now known as the Finite Fourier Trans

form Definition (FFTD) (Hill, Stebbins, and Oleson 1975). 

Using this definition, oblateness measurements could 

be made which would be a check (by a different means) of the 

Princeton measurements. It is shown in the following chap

ters that by varying a parameter of the FFTD, namely the 

scan amplitude, it is possible to detect certain solar limb 

anisotropics. The results of recent anisotropy measurements 

utilizing the FFTD (Hill and Stebbins 1975) also indicate 

the existence of an anisotropy but varying with a time con

stant on the order of months. 



CHAPTER II 

FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM DEFINITION USED 
IN DETERMINING ANISOTROPIES OF THE 

SOLAR LIMB PROFILE 

The Finite Fourier Transform Definition (FFTD) is a 

method which was developed to accomplish earth-based oblate-

ness measurements of the intrinsic solar limb. It was de

signed to supplement rather than duplicate the integral 

technique used by Dicke and Goldenberg. 

Some features of this technique are 1) the ability 

to account for instrumental and atmospheric offsets; 2) the 

ability to probe the solar limb by varying a controllable 

parameter, the scan amplitude; and 3) the ease of comparison 

of the observations with the predictions of solar models. 

This comparison is easily made because the edge is defined 

via the Fourier transform of a finite region of the observed 

solar limb. 

Following a brief mathematical statement of the FFTD 

in the section of this chapter titled "Mathematical State

ment of the Method," it is qualitatively shown in this 

chapter in the section titled "A Solar Oblateness which Is 

Dependent upon the Scan Amplitude Implies an Anisotropy in 

the Solar Limb Profile" that solar oblateness measurements 
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can be used to search for limb anisotropics. The remaining 

two sections show that a measurable effect would be produced 

by small limb anisotropics of two specific types. The ef

fect of a polar-equatorial difference in the relative 

strengths of the first two terms of an empirical fit to the 

solar limb is explored, and the effect of a 6 2 polar-

equatorial difference in the limb darkening function is 

examined. 

Mathematical Statement of 
the Method 

The method used to search for limb anisotropics 

utilizes the FFTD as presented in a Wesleyan University 

Honors thesis by Robin T. Stebbins (1970). The term limb 

anisotropy is taken to mean a latitude dependence in the 

solar limb-darkening function. This method was chosen be

cause it allows one to accurately relate measurements of 

the solar edge in the continuum (as observed through the 

Earth's atmosphere and some type of imaging optics) to the 

intrinsic edge of the sun. This technique is discussed in 

the SCLERA Progress Report (1972), in a dissertation by 

Paul D. Clayton (1973), and in the Astrophysical Journal 

(Hill, Stebbins, and Oleson 1975). Let g(x) describe the 

solar limb intensity (see Fig. 2); a, the amplitude of 

oscillation of a slit scanning the solar limb; and q, a 



point near the edge of the limb. The distance, x, is 

measured from the center of the solar disk. Then in the 

region q-a^x^q+a one can define the Fourier coeffi 

cient b(q,a): 

b(q,a) = ̂  
T/2 

g(q + a sin |^-)cos wt dt (1) 

T/2 

where ft is an angular frequency of the scanning slit, and 

wt = 2T T  . It is written in this particular form because of 

the way in which this technique is implemented. 

There is a point at the edge of the sun where 

b(q,a) = 0. The point at which b(q,a) = 0 is denoted by q 

The qx associated with the sun's polar limb is subtracted 

from the q2 associated with the equatorial limb. Let q^ 

and q^e denote these two values, respectively. It will be 

shown in the following sections that if this difference, 
A 

q, - qn = , is a function of a, then there is a nle Mlp 2 ' ' 

polar-equatorial anisotropy in the sun's limb-darkening 

function. It is also demonstrated that a small anisotropy 

in the solar limb of a type to which the Princeton experi

ment was insensitive will produce a measurable change in 

&ep as the amplitude is varied. Thus, one can demonstrate 

the presence of an anisotropy in the solar limb darkening 

function by obtaining a non-zero difference for 

aep(a2^ ~ aepcai) where ai ̂  a2-
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A Solar Oblateness which Is Dependent upon 
the Scan Amplitude Implies an Anisotropy 

in the Solar Limb Profile 

The effect of limb anisotropics can be easily shown. 

In order to demonstrate this effect, a profile which has the 

correct general shape for the solar limb is assumed. It is 

shown that a change in this profile changes qx, defined by 

Eq. 1. Hence, a non-zero value for the solar oblateness, 

Agp = 2(q^e - qlp), could be due to a latitude dependence 

in the limb-darkening function, i.e., an anisotropy in the 

solar limb profile. In addition, it is possible to detect 

the limb anisotropy because the functional dependence of qx 

upon a is different for different limb profiles. Thus, an 

anisotropy in the solar limb can be detected by comparing 

A (a) for two different a's. If A (a ) - A (a ) ̂ 0 
Bp Bp 2 Bp l  

where ax f a2, then there is an anisotropy in the solar 

limb profile. 

Figure 2 shows two possible general shapes of the 

solar limb for a quiet sun near the edge. There are two 

important features to note: 1) the slope is non-zero and 

monotonic in the region between the center of the solar disk 

and the edge because the center of the solar disk is approx

imately twice as bright as the edge (Brandt and Maran 1967) ; 

and 2) the extreme edge of the limb is essentially vertical 

since the intensity there falls by about a factor of 2 

every 0.1 to 0.2 arc sec (Minnaert 1953). 



g(x), +1 

cos wt 

Normalized Solar Limb Intensity 
Profiles Curve A and Curve B 

-1 

cos cat centered on 

Fig. 2. The lock-on points using the FFTD for two different solar limb profiles 
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Let curve A and curve B depict different solar limb 

profiles, and let q^ and q^fi be the respective values for 

which the integral b(q,a) is zero. The point q1B is closer 

to the edge of the profile than q^A because the magnitude of 

the slope a few seconds in from the edge of the sun of curve 

B is less than the slope of curve A. 

Now suppose that curve A is the profile associated 

with the sun's pole and curve B is associated with the equa

tor. As before, q is measured from the center of the solar 

disk and the difference 2(q^g - q-^) = ^ep" Then, one notes 

that this difference can be due to a true solar oblateness 

and/or an anisotropy in the limb profile. A true oblateness 

is one in which the polar and equatorial limbs have the same 

profile near the limb but extend different distances from 

the center of the solar disk. One can easily see that if 

there are no differences in polar and equatorial limb pro

files, then A will not depend upon a because the a depen

dence of q^^ and q^ will be the same and the effects will 

cancel each other. If, however, A changes with a change 

in the scan amplitude a, then there is a limb anisotropy. 

This effect can be demonstrated qualitatively for 

the general limb profile (solid line) of Fig. 3. For ease 

of calculation assume a square wave in place of the cosine 

factor in b(q,a) of Eq. 1. Assume a = ap q = qx(a ), and 



the integral b(q,a) = 0. Then the areas under the solid 

line of Fig. 3 must have the relationship A1 + A2 = A3. Now 

consider the case where a = 2aj and q = q1(a1), i.e., q is 

the same as for the case a = ax. The integral b(q,a) will 

equal zero if Aa + A2 + A3 = A4 + As. Substituting kl + A2 

= A3 from above, one obtains A3 + A3 = Ah + A5. The left 

side of the equation is clearly less than the right side. 

In order for b(q,2ax) to equal zero, q must be less than 

qjCaj), i.e., closer to the center of the solar disk. Let 

this value of q be defined as q^Za^. With the aid of 

Fig, 3, one can see that the displacement q1(a1) - q^Zaj) 

is sensitive to the shape of the limb. In particular 

q1(ai) - qi(2aj) is larger for the solid line of Fig. 3 than 

for the dashed line because of the greater slope of the 

solid line. Thus, if = 2[q^e(a) - l^pC3-)] does vary 

with a, then the equatorial and polar profiles are different, 

and there is a solar limb anisotropy. 

Effect Calculated Using a Two Parameter Fit 
to an Anisotropic Solar Limb Profile 

The difference in oblateness one might expect to 

obtain for a certain class of small polar-equator aniso

tropics is derived using the first two terms of an empirical 

fit to the limb-darkening function given in Allen (1963) . 

There is no theoretical basis for implementing this 
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Square wave 
approximation to 
cos tot 

qi + a\ &i qi(ai) 

qi - 2ai qi - aj qi(ai) 

Fig. 3. The functional dependence of qx upon a is dependent 
upon the shape of the solar limb profile. 
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particular mathematical description of the solar limb. It 

is only used to demonstrate the magnitude of the effect that 

would be produced by a small anisotropy. 

Keeping the two leading terms of the Allen empirical 

fit, the solar limb can be written 

g(x) = g(rQ - u) = A + b/|H . (2) 
o 

for u 0, where u is the distance measured from the edge of 

the solar limb and r is the solar radius. For x > r , g(x) o o 

= 0. Values applicable to the solar continuum at 5460A are 

A = 0.313 and B = 0.892. The solar radius, r , is approxi

mately 960 arc sec. One can express b(q,a), a Fourier coef

ficient in the expansion of g(u), using a Taylor series 

expansion about r . Retaining the first three terms, one 

obtains 

b(q,a) = b + Aqb' + — b' (3) 

where b = b(ro,a), Aq = q - rQ, 

k' _ db(q,a) 
b - -"hq 

d_ 2 

q=r ^ T V, « 

and 

T/2 

-T/2 

cot 
g(q + a sin cos wt dt 

(4) 

q=r, 

,// _ d2b(q,a) 
b d^~ 

<l=r„ 
dq" 

T/2 
iot-

g(q+a sin —^) cos tot dt 

-T/2 q=r 

( 5 )  
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But bCq^a) = 0 so one can write 

- r = Aq - b 
b7 1 + 

b 
b7 C6) 

This expression when evaluated (see Appendix) using Allen's 

coefficients yields 

3 / 2 '  

" rr 
0 . 240ya 

wl + 0.44ya ' _ 
1 -

0.108y a 

where 

Y = 

Cl+0.44ya1/2)*J 
(7) 

( 8 )  

Using values for B and A at 5460A interpolated from data 

found in Allen, y is approximately 0.135 (arc sec) 2 . Now 

one can calculate the effect of a certain kind of anisotropy; 

that is, a difference in the y associated with the poles and 

the equator. 

Let qle(a) - be the difference of the "lock-

on" points for the solar equator and poles for the case when 

there is such a latitude dependence in y but no intrinsic 

oblateness. Then one would measure an apparent solar 

oblateness, Ae^(a) = 2[q^e(a) - q^ (a)]. The 2 is a result 

of the two edges involved in a diameter measurement. Using 

Eq. 7, one can obtain an expression for {[dA (a)]/dy} from 
ep 



which one can ascertain the effect of an anisotropy, dy , 

upon the measurement Agp(a2) - A^fa^. 

%d[Agp(a)] = 
0.24ya3^2 

(l + 0.44ya1//2) 2 
1 -

0 .324y2a 

(1 + 0.44ya •2)2 

dy 
L Y .  

(9) 

-H For the case (dy/y) = 0.01 and y = 0.135 arc sec , 

%d[aep(a)] = 
0.0003240a ' 2 

3 / :  

(1+0.0594a1/2)2 
1 -

0.0059a 

(l+0.0594a1/2)2 

For a = 6.8 arc sec, 

(10) 

d[A (6.8)] = - 0.006 arc sec 

and for a = 54 arc sec, 

d[A (54)] L ep ̂ J J 
0.105 arc sec, 

If dy corresponds to a difference between polar and 

equatorial limb coefficients, then d[A (a)] is the oblate-ep 

ness contribution as a function of limb anisotropy that one 

would observe by forcing b(q,a) of Eq. 1 to zero. 
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Listed below are values for d[A (a)] for (dy/y) 
ep 

= 0.01 and y = 0.135 arc sec 2 . 

a, arc sec A 0, arc sec 
ep 

54.0 

6 . 8  - 0.006 

- 0.105 

If there is a II difference in y for the polar and equatorial 

limb and the model described in Alien is valid, then one 

would expect approximately 99 msec of arc difference in 

oblateness for the two amplitudes of oscillation. Although 

this model has no theoretical basis, it does demonstate the 

sensitivity of the technique. 

solar oblateness measurement based upon the integrated light 

flux from the edge of the sun can be calculated. The 

Princeton experiment is of this class. Let F(Uq) denote the 

light flux integrated radially along a line from the edge 

of the sun to a point uq near the edge. Then, using the 

same notation as before, 

The effect of such a brightness difference upon a 

o 
A(1 + yu'2)du = A(uQ + jy//'2) . °gOo - u) du = 

•" o o 

(11) 

For changes in A and y, a change in F(u) is given by 
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dF(uo) = dA(uQ + | YUQ^2) + | AuJ2dy . (12) 

But a change in F is interpreted as a change in the radius 

given by dF = g(u)du. Therefore, 

j.. _ Uo fdA L 2 „ % (dk A dy\] 
du " — ¥ ~k + 3 ̂ uo \"a yj ' c13) 

1  +  Y U  ^  N  '  ' }  

' o 

If (dA/A) = - 0.0144 and (dy/y) = 0.0427, then the effect of 

this type of anisotropy would be the same within 6 arc msec 

as the Princeton oblateness results of 85 arc msec measured 

at the three slot sizes: 6.9, 12.8, and 19.1 arc sec. How

ever, using the FFTD to measure the oblateness at the two 

scan amplitudes of 6.8 and 54 arc sec, this anisotropy 

would have produced a large difference, 423 arc msec. Thus, 

a solar oblateness signal produced by such an anisotropy 

could not be easily identified as such using the Princeton 

technique, but it would be identified using the FFTD. 

Effect of a <S Anisotropy in the 
Solar Limb Profile 

It has been postulated by Durney and Roxburgh (1969) , 

Durney and Werner (1971), Chapman and Ingersoll (1972), and 

quantified by Ingersoll and Spiegel (1971) that the upper 

solar photosphere might be brighter at the equator than at 

the poles. The effect of this class of anisotropics upon 
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solar oblateness measurements can be easily ascertained and 

can be quite useful for later analysis of the data. The 

Ingersoll-Spiegel model is the same one discussed in the 

Introduction. They have shown that if this effect were 

present, the difference between the polar and equatorial 

i f  
integrated light fluxes would be kS2 , where 6 is the amount 

of the limb exposed and k is a constant of proportionality. 

Consequently, the polar-equatorial difference in limb in-

k 
tensities due to this excess brightness would be ̂  S Let 

this term be noted by g . The oblateness due to the aniso-3 6m 

tropic term can be calculated using a Taylor series expan

sion as in the section titled "Effect Calculated Using a Two 

Parameter Fit to an Anisotropic Solar Limb Profile." Due to 

the additional intensity term, g , the Fourier analysis is 

modified. 

Let the subscript m denote the modified terms, and 

assume this excess brightness is located at the equator. 

Then at the equator 

b Cq j,a) = 0 

= b(r& ,a) + bm(rQ,a) + Aq^b'+b^) + Aqg) 2 (b" +b^) 

(14) 

and writing b(r ,a) as b, and b fr ,a) as b & v o ' "  '  m ^ o ' '  m  
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ep 

b+b 
m 

b' +b' 
m 

b 
b7 

fb"+b/n f b+b ] 2 fb" m m fb" 
+ 

b' +bl m v J 
b' +b' 

m v ^ 
lb' 

(15) 

Rewriting Eq. (15), 

ep 

/ b b'-bb 
m m 

b^b-tfj 

N 

fb "+b"^ f b+b 
m m 

b' +b; b' +b' 
I m I mJ rrr 

k 

fb'° [ b' 
y 

For the postulated j ̂ intensity dependence, 

(16) 

m 
2 
T 

T/2 

o 
Cy + q) 2 cos wt dt (17) 

where 

y = a sin (tot/2) 

The modified terms will now be evaluated, 

b = 
m 

2' 
(•T/2 

k 
T 

a 
2 

V. J 

• P 
[a sin (wt/2) + r@ - q] 2cos wt dt 

t=- - sin (r0-q)/a 
q=r 

(18) 

b' = i t m 11 

T/2 wt 
r -q + a sin —v 

3 / / 2 
cos wtdt 

2 t=- £ sin"1 (r0-q)/a 
q=0 

[k 
.T r a .  \ 

r -q + a sin 
o n 

wt 
•k 

cos wt (19) 

^re 
t=0 
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K m rt/2(^i wt 
r -q + a sin —-
o n 2 

-s /z 
cos wt dt 

q=r, 

t=- — sin 1 (r -q/a) 
w v o 

k] 
/ 

Tra 
V 

r -q + a sin 
o n 

cot 
3 / 2  

COS Wt (20) 

n © 
t=0 

Using the Gamma functions, the integrals can be written as 

k 

and 

b = 
m 

b' = 
m 

= 

m 

2/tTa 

k 

r(5/4) 
r(7/4) 

a/ira 

- 15k 

8a2/n¥ 

T(7/4) 
r(5/4) 

r(5/4) 
r(7/4j 

(21) 

( 2 2 )  

(23) 

The evaluation of b and its derivatives can be found in the 

Appendix, Eqs. (A-ll) to (A-13). 

One can adjust the constant k using Eq. (13) so that 

an excess brightness would contribute 85 msec of arc to the 

Princeton oblateness signal for a slot extending 12.8 arc 

sec in from the edge of the solar limb. 

<•» - ̂  
g(<5) 

k6* 

A(1 + YS%) 
(24) 
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where du is the apparent change in the solar radius due to 

F(6), the integrated supposed excess brightness signal and 

gC<5) is the limb intensity at a distance <S from the edge. 

The approximation has been made that g(<5) equals the empiri

cal limb, Eq. (2). Then 

k/A = 0.0176 arc sec per /arc sec 

Using this value for k/A and using 

r(7/4) = 0.91906 

and 

r(5/4) = 0.90640 , 

one can evaluate the integrals: 

. _ 0.001534 
m ' C 2 5 j 
m /a 

b' = - °-°°3155 , (26) 
m s/2 ' j 

0.005751 
m  =  "  „ s / 2  •  C 2 7 )  

b = - 0.006446/a , (28) 

(29) b' = - ^0,1^93j(1 + 0.059/a), 

and 

un _ 0.0242 r tc\~\ b —57— . (30) 
a /z 



The first term in A from Eq. (16) becomes, upon 
ep 

substitution of Eqs. (21) - (23) and Eqs. (A-ll) to (A-13) 

® - - 'v - b;b 

2 
'k/a) 
A 

r + ill t ̂ 4] 
/— 8 15T2 

2/ira 

4+yr/iTa 

I 4 

2 , yV + k 
4+yr/iTa 

I 4 Tr/a 2/rr TAa/IT \. y 

where 

r ~ ^(5/4) _ n noc. 
r = r(7/4) °-985 

Neglecting the smallest terms, 

(0.873 k/a' 

® A 
(1 + 0.110/a) 

1 + 0.118/a + 0.00347a 

The remaining two terms in Eq. (16) are 

® * -

(b" + b")(b + b J m m 
(b' + b')3 v m 

2 
b"b 
TW 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Obtaining a common denominator, we have 

® = - [2(b')3b"bb + (b')3b2b" - 3b"b2(b')2b' 
m ' m 

a'i2 

m 

+ (b ) 3b"b 2 - 3b"b 2b (b )2 + 2(b')3b"bb 
' m m mm 

+ Cb/)3bmbm ' b"b2(b;)3]/(b/)3(b/ + b^)3 (34) 
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From Eqs. (25) and (29) one sees that ^ 0.01 b' 

for a ^ 1, so the denominator can be approximated by (b')6 . 

Keeping the most significant terms (the first three) in the 

expression on the right hand side and using the values of 

Eqs. (21) through (23) and Eqs. (A-ll) through (A-13), one 

obtains 

-4.76 x 10 3 vz k 
a a 

(1 + 0.059 /a) 
1 + 0.063 /a 

1 + 0.059 /a 
(35) 

For oscillation amplitudes, a, of 6.8 and 54 arc sec, 

Aep ~ + ^ 0*040 -0.001 = 0.039 arc sec, and 

A (54) = 0.106 - 0.015 = 0.091 arc sec. 
ep J 

The difference, A (54) - A (6.8), is significant 

and hence the presence of an anisotropy would be identified 

by this method. Therefore by using the FFTD, it is possible 

to recognize the presence of at least one kind of anisotropy 

which could totally account for Dicke's measured solar 

oblateness. 



chapter iii 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS 

Brief Description of the 
Experimental Method 

The method used to obtain A (a) was the following. 
ep 

There are two narrow slits which are tangent to the solar 

image and which are diametrically opposite one another. The 

slits are first positioned so that a line joining their cen

ters lies along the equatorial diameter of the solar image. 

The solar image is oscillated along this diameter with an am

plitude, a. Light which passes through each slit is used to 

calculate the finite Fourier coefficient, b, for each edge 

[see Eq. (1)] and the slits are electro-mechanically servoed 

so that these coefficients are zero. This calculation is 

performed by an on-line computer in real time. Then the 

detector is rotated to examine the polar diameter, and again 

the slits are servoed so that the finite Fourier coeffi

cients are zero. The slit separation is measured ntinu-

ously by a laser interferometer. One obtains A (:• : from 3 1 ep 

the change in slit separation after correcting for the 

effects due to the earth's atmosphere and other systematic 

effects associated with the telescope. These systematic 

contributions are discussed in Chapter IV. The coefficient 

32 
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that is experimentally driven to zero differs from that 

defined by Eq. CI) in that g(x) is replaced by G(x), the 

observed solar profile. G(x) is the convolution of in

strumental and atmospheric transfer functions with g(x). 

The effect of using G(x) results in an accountable offset 

which is discussed in Chapter IV. As presented earlier, one 

detects an anisotropy by obtaining a non-zero difference for 

aep(a^ " aep(ai) where ai ^ a2' 

Apparatus 

The telescope which images the solar disk is located 

approximately 48 km northeast of Tucson, Arizona, at the 

Santa Catalina Laboratory for Experimental Relativity and 

Astrometry (SCLERA). The elevation there is approximately 

2691 meters and the latitude is 32°25'. The telescope, its 

design considerations, and specifications are detailed in 

Carl Zanoni's dissertation, "Development of Daytime Astro

metry to Measure the Gravitational Deflection of Light" 

(1966) and more recently in an article in Applied Optics by 

Oleson et al. (1974). A general description of the tele

scope follows. 

The telescope, a 12.2 cm diameter, 12.2 m focal 

length refractor with an elevation-azimuth mount is shown 

schematically in Fig. 4 which is reproduced from the paper 

by Oleson et al. (1974). Light enters at near normal 
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incidence through a 2.54 cm thick, 28 cm diameter window 

made of Schott BK-7. There is a wedge angle of 10 to 20 

arc sec between the front and back surfaces. The elevation-

azimuth mirrors are servoed to direct the light down the 

telescope so that the solar image remains centered on a 

vertical axis as the sun traverses the celestial .sphere. 

The singlet f/100 lens was designed to prcJuce zero 

third order coma at 5000 A for an object at infinity. It is 

made of Schott BK-7. The lens produces a color uncorrected 

image at the plane of the detector and mangin optics. 

A primary tracking system maintains the solar image 

centered with respect to the telescope's optic axis. The 

system consists of four silicon cell solar image edge detec

tors located atop the mangin optics assembly, mirror II, and 

associated electronics and angular position transducers. 

This system has a low frequency pole at 0.2 Hz and unity 

open loop gain at 40 Hz. 

Light from edges of the solar image enters the 

mangin optics. This optics set consists of a field lens, a 

negative lens, a concave mirror, and silicon cell detector 

per each mangin assembly. The mirrors are supported by 

piezoelectric bimorphs which are used to tilt the optic axes 

of the mirrors. The use of the bimorphs will be discussed 

in the next section. The color correcting mangins image the 

edges of the solar disk on the silicon cell detectors. 
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These detectors supply position error signals which are used 

to tilt mirror II about two orthogonal axes to maintain the 

solar image centered on the detectors within 2 arc sec. 

Mirror II position transducers produce signals which 

are filtered and added to computer generated azimuth and 

elevation rate signals which cause the massive elev?ion and 

azimuth assemblies to rotate. 

The computer is locked to a one megahertz crystal 

clock via priority interrupts and thus is able to calculate 

in real time the solar elevation and azimuth rates. These 

rates are accurate to 0.1% and outputted through ten bit 

digital to analog converters to the dome tracking elec

tronics. The computer-generated rate signals drive via 

transducers accurate to 1% the massive mirror I and mirror 

II support housings, whereas the primary tracking error 

signals drive the less massive mirror II. In this way 

higher frequency (up to 40 Hz) positional errors can be 

significantly reduced. Any constant positional off sots of 

mirror I are integrated and appropriately added to the eleva

tion and azimuth rate signals. 

The telescope optics, except the optical window, are 

isolated from building vibrations due to wind, etc. by two 

one Hz, mechanical low-pass filters which support the 

optical structure. 
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The edge detector is pictured schematically in 

Fig. 5. The edge of the sun in the continuum at 5460 A is 

imaged in the plane of the slits. At each slit, light 

passes through a narrow band filter to a phototube. The 

solar image is sinusoidally oscillated at 1.56 Hz across the 

slits, and the slits are moved to the mean position of the 

edge. The primary tracker and edge detector rot;.te as a 

unit so that first the slits lie along the solar equator 

and then along the solar polar axis. Any change in separa

tion of the slits is detected by a Helium-Neon laser 

interferometer. 

Due to their availability, inexpensive narrow band 

filters (100 A full width at half maximum) centered at 5461 

A in the continuum were chosen. The slit dimensions are 

0.003 by 0.250 inches, or equivalently, 1.3 by 107 arc sec. 

The phototubes are a Dumont type 6365 with a S-ll spectral 

response. Each slit is mounted onto a pair of parallel leaf 

springs and thus can be smoothly driven by solenoid position 

transducers. A drive motor and an optical shaft encode)' 

with 80 arc sec resolution is used to rotate and record the 

position of the slits with respect to the solar poles. 

The interferometer is schematically shown in Fig. 6. 

Right-handed, elliptically polarized, coherent light im

pinges upon the beam splitter which is fixed with respect 
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to one of the slits. The ellipticity of the light is chosen 

so that the transmitted beam emerges right-handed circularly 

polarized. That part of the light which is reflected to the 

corner cube recombines with the transmitted beam, both being 

circularly polarized but of opposite handedness. The re

flected beam is of opposite handedness of polarization be

cause it is reflected by an odd number of surfacc.f and its 

polarization is circular due to the adjustment made by the 

quarter-wave plate. This adjustment was necessary because 

the corner cube was of the total internal reflection type. 

If the reflections occurred at perfect conductors, then the 

quarter-wave plate or similar device would not have been 

necessary. 

Emerging from the beam splitter are two circularly 

polarized beams of opposite handedness. Since they are of 

nearly the same amplitude, they combine to form nearly 

linearly polarized light. The plane of the polarization is 

a function of the phase difference between the two beams 

which is a function of the relative path length difference 

between them. The quantitative relationship is: the change 

in the distance from the corner cube to the beamsplitter in 

units of wavelengths equals the change in the axis of the 

plane of polarization in units of fractions of a circle. 

This linearly polarized beam is split into two beams which 



impinge upon separate polarizers whose axes are at 45° to 

each other. The light passing through the polarizers is 

detected by two silicon cells, generating two signals in 

quadrature. They are transformed into two square waves, and 

pulses are generated for every edge of the two square waves. 

These pulses are fed into an up-down counter which counts up 

or down depending upon the sign of the relative phases be

tween the two square waves. Each count corresponds to a 

relative motion of the corner cube of A/8. The large 

capacitance (0.1 yf) of the silicon cell detectors limits 

the maximum rate at which the electronics can track the 

motion of the corner cube. This maximum rate is approxi

mately 0.25 cm/sec. The up-down counter is interrogated at 

twice the maximum count frequency by an electronic digital 

low-pass filter. This filter has a one-second time constant 

and its output is read every one-half second by the computer. 

The least significant bit of the averager is A/64 or 

0.99 x io 8 m, or 0.16 arc msec. The need for an inter

ferometer in this experiment is obvious since arc msec 

accuracy is desired. Chapter IV discusses the requirements 

on the interferometer to achieve this accuracy. 
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Computer 

Located at SCLERA is a unique computer which was 

designed and built mainly by Wayne Rosing, a former member 

of our group. The computer has eight registers and a memory 

core of 8,192 sixteen-bit words. The instruction set, soft

ware POPS (programmed operations), priority interrupt system, 

and the A/D and D/A input/output hardware make this computer 

system a versatile and powerful tool in the control and 

analysis of the data taken at SCLERA. 

The computer 1) generates the elevation and azimuth 

rates required for the telescope to track the sun, 2) gen

erates the sinusoidal signal which causes the solar image 

to oscillate across the detectors, 3) positions the detec

tors along a solar polar or equatorial diameter, 4) analyzes 

the detector signals and drives the detectors to the edges 

of the solar image, and 5) gathers the data and performs 

preliminary analysis upon it and prints out the results. 

At the beginning of each day, certain data is 

entered into the computer, namely: E, the equation of time; 

E, its temporal derivative; S, the declination; S, its 

temporal derivative; the local time; and P, the polar angle. 

All of these quantities are obtainable for each day from 

astronomical tables and ephemerides (Explanatory Supplement 

1961). 
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Elevation and azimuthal rates can be calculated from 

(see Smart 1965, p. 42-51) 

dz 
m 

arc sec 
sec 

= 15 sin A cos 4> (36) 

dA 
3h 

where 

arc sec 
sec 

15(sin <j> - cot z cos A cos (J)) (37) 

z = arc cos [sin <s sin cf> + cos 6 cos (J> cos H] (38) 

A = arc sin sin H cos 6 
s in z 

(39) 

H = LCT - 12 hours + E (40) 

z = zenith angle 

H = hour angle 

<() = latitude of observation site 

The sinusoidal motion of the solar image with 

respect to the slits is due to the primary tracking servo 

responding to a sinusoidal signal applied to the bimorph 

drivers. This technique produces sinusoidal motion which 

is very nearly independent of orientation of the detector 

about its rotational axis. 
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A sinusoidal signal generated by the computer is 

amplified and sent to the bimorphs at the bottom of the 

mangin tubes. The bimorphs are of a PZT material con

structed so that when a voltage is applied, the bimorph 

bends. This bending tilts the concave mangin mirror at

tached to it and thus would cause a correspondingly large 

sinusoidal oscillation of the image on the silicon cell 

primary tracking detectors except for the fed back posi

tional error signal sent from the silicon cells to mirror 

II. Because the open loop gain of the mirror II positional 

servo loop is moderately high (about 25) at the oscillation 

frequency, the solar image tracks the oscillating mangin 

mirror and thus oscillates with respect to the mangin en

trance apertures and the edge slit detector. There are 

several advantages of causing the image to oscillate with 

respect to the slits in this manner rather than oscillating 

the slits themselves or driving mirror II directly. If one 

oscillated the slits, the interferometer frequency response 

would have to be increased and vibrational coupling would be 

more of a problem due to the greater oscillating mass. It 

would be difficult to directly oscillate mirror II so as to 

achieve the same oscillation amplitude of the solar image 

for any orientation of the oscillation axis with respect to 

mirror II. This difficulty is due to poles at 5 and 8 in 
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the mirror frequency response curves for the two axes along 

which the mirror is driven. 

This difficulty is eliminated by utilizing the 

bimorph drivers to oscillate the much less massive mangin 

mirrors which do not have a problematic low frequency pole. 

Thus, the bimorphs faithfully reproduce the sine wave (have 

good fidelity), and since mirror II is in a feedback loop 

to track the bimorphs, nonlinearities or changes of mirror 

II tracking gain are reduced by approximately the inverse 

of the open loop gain. Hence, mirror II and the solar image 

track the bimorphs with good fidelity. Further, any oscil

lation errors due to the bimorph-mangin-silicon cell system 

are nearly the same for data taken at any orientation of the 

edge detectors because this system rotates as a unit with 

the edge detectors. 

The signals that lock the slits to a solar diameter 

are generated by a software phase sensitive detection 

program. This scheme, including the time constants and 

gain considerations, are discussed in detail in Paul 

Clayton's dissertation (1973). 

The observed solar intensity G(q + a sin wt/2) can 

be written as a Fourier series, 
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G(t) = -j + I (cn sin nut + cos nwt) . (41) 
n 

Thus, the integral 

2 
T 

T/2 
G(t) cos wt dt 

-T/2 

when evaluated, equals bz. In practice the integral is 

evaluated in the computer by multiplying G(t) by cos wt and 

filtering (through both software and hardware) the product 

so that noise is reduced. If bx is non-zero, the slit is 

moved towards or away from the center of the detector 

depending upon the sign of hi until bx equals zero. 

One can see from the above discussion why the method 

used to define the edge of the solar image is called the 

Finite Fourier Transform Definition. 



CHAPTER IV 

SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 

The systematic errors associated with this experi

ment can be divided into four categories: those associated 

with 1) the Earth's atmosphere, 2) the optics, 3) the detec

tor and its electronics, and 4) solar activity. 

Atmospheric 

Light rays entering the Earth's atmosphere are 

refracted and scattered. A sphere in the heavens will in 

general appear oblate to an observer on the Earth due to the 

differential refraction of the rays of light parallel to and 

perpendicular to the meridian plane of the observer. The 

magnitude of the oblateness, A^, for a spherical, laminar 

atmosphere can be shown to be 

AAR = 20o^no " ^ tan2 z (-42-) 

where 

20q = mean angular size of the observed sphere, 

n = index of refraction of air at the point of o 1 

the observation, 

z = mean zenith angle of the observed sphere. 
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A typical value of at an elevation of 2691 km for z = 

45° and A = 5400 A is AAR ^ 370 arc msec. Although this 

systematic effect is larger than the observed residual 

oblateness (Princeton experiment) of approximately 85 arc 

msec, its effect upon an anisotropy measurement can be 

eliminated. The anisotropy measurement, A (az) - Ae^(a2), 

can be performed so that the atmospheric effect is cancelled 

to first order by performing the two measurements, A (ax) 

and A (a,), at the same orientation of the solar axis with 
ep 2 

respect to the meridian and compensating for the effect of 

a change in n . 

One compensates for the effect of a change in the 

index of refraction, n , from measurements of the atmo-
o 

spheric temperature, Tq, and pressure, P , just outside the 

telescope. Penndorf (1957) has shown that n - 1 varies as 

the atmospheric density. 

The effect of performing the anisotropy measurement 

in the telescope with a different index of refraction, 

n. ̂  n , is small. The i and o subscripts denote inside 
10 r 

and outside, respectively. Consider a ray of light from the 

solar edge incident (nearly normal) upon the telescope 

window as in Fig. 7. Outside the window one would observe 

an oblateness of 2(0 - 8 ), where the subscripts e and p 
oe op r ^ 

refer to the equator and pole, respectively. Inside the 
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Fig. 7. Ray trace through telescope window. 

Ray trace of light from the edge of the sun passing 
through a flat parallel window. Using a small angle approx
imation, the apparent angular size of the sun, 20^, viewed 
through the window is [(n0 - ni)/no]20o larger than the sun 
as seen from outside the window. 
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telescope one would measure an oblateness of 2(0- 6^ ) . 

For a flat parallel window 

0 o 
(43) 

n o 

So 
n - n. 

2(eie • Si?:1 = 2C0oe " 9op' 1 + °no 
(44) 

Then 

9oe ®op (45) 

and the oblateness that one measures inside the telescope 

differs by a fractional amount (n - n^)/nQ for a particular 

measurement from that which would be measured outside the 

telescope. The magnitude of (n - n^)/(nQ - 1) which is 

much larger than (n - ni)/n0 typically less than a per 

cent. Thus, negligible errors are introduced by basing 

refractive corrections upon outside temperature and pressure 

measurements and neglecting the small effect of the window. 

remain fixed with respect to an observer's meridian so that 

the effect of an incompletely corrected atmospheric oblate

ness can be either identified or averaged over. 

light rays in the Earth's atmosphere by inhomogeneities in 

the index of refraction. It can manifest itself as the 

It should also be noted that the solar axis does not 

Atmospheric seeing is the result of scattering of 
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finite spread of a point source (star). In the case of an 

extended source such as the sun, the edge is broadened. 

Hence, one might correctly expect that the edge of the 

observed solar disk is seeing dependent. The edge is de

fined as being that value, qa, for which b equals zero where 

k - 2 
T 

T/2 
G 

-T/2 

Odt q + a sin — cos cot dt . (46) 

Since seeing has harmonic content in the cycles per second 

to cycles per day range, it would be profitable to try to 

account for its effect rather than to attempt to average 

over this rather random effect. 

The Finite Fourier Transform Definition was developed 

mainly to account for the effect of seeing upon the defini

tion of the edge of the solar disk. It was previously 

thought (Stebbins 1970, SCLERA Progress Report 1972, and 

Clayton 1973) that the lock-on point, qx, (defined to be 

that value of q for which the integral of Eq. (4 6) is zero), 

could be represented as 

q:(a,a) = q2i(a) + K(a)a2 (47) 

for a > a where K(a) is a constant, a2 is the variance in 

the atmospheric-instrumental transfer function, and q^(a) 

is the intrinsic edge of the solar limb as would be obtained 

in the absence of seeing. It was subsequently shown (Hill, 
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Stebbins, and Oleson 1975) that higher order terms in « were 

needed to be included and that seeing corrections made using 

Eq. (47) would be too large. If there is not a systematic 

difference between the seeing at the solar poles and at the 

solar equator, then the effect of making seeing corrections 

according to Eq. (47) would be to introduce more noise into 

the results. This indeed was the case for the data reported 

upon here. 

Optical 

The optical system consists of a BK-7 window, two 

flat (elevation and azimuth) mirrors, a round aperture, and 

a singlet lens. A design criteria for this telescope was 

the ability to accurately measure solar oblateness, hence 

this instrument is well suited for measuring solar aniso

tropics since they are the differences of oblateness mea

surements at different scan amplitudes. The design of this 

telescope was an integral part of Carl Zanoni's dissertation 

(1966); thus, an extensive discussion of the design criteria 

of the above optics is contained therein. The optics are 

also discussed in Clayton's dissertation (1973) and a paper 

by Oleson et al. (1974). A brief summary of the aspects 

pertinent to anisotropy measurements follows. 

Errors caused by the optical elements can be divided 

into two classes: those due to finite optical tolerances 



and those due to mechanical or thermal stresses. Further

more, any error fixed with respect to any of these optical 

elements can be grouped as to its movement in the image 

plane with respect to an axis fixed to the sun, say the 

sun's north polar axis. This rotation is a consequence of 

the elevation-azimuthal type of mount employed. 

Mirror I 

Mirror I is the elevation mirror and rotates with 

the window about a horizontal axis. The mirror as measured 

interferometrically has a one-tenth wavelength dishing. 

Since the mirror is tipped (at an angle of 45°) with respect 

to the axis of the path of the light rays, the dishing pro

duces an instrumental oblateness. This instrumental oblate-

ness rotates in the field as A + Z. Oleson has shown 

(Clayton 1973) that the north solar pole, however, rotates 

asA+Z+n+P, where A is the azimuth angle, Z is the 

zenith angle, n is the parallactic angle (Smart 1905), and P 

is the position angle (Explanatory Supplement to :.phemeris 

1961) of the sun's rotation axis. Thus, a mirror i or win

dow caused instrumental oblateness rotates relative to the 

solar pole as 2(n + P). On the basis of the interferogram 

and the telescope geometry, the oblateness due to mirror I 

is less than 100 arc msec. Dishing due to the thermal 

heating by the sun could also be a contributing factor. If 
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the anisotropy measurements are taken so that + P is near

ly the same for the two scan amplitudes, then the primary 

effect that would be present would be that of having a 

larger apparent sun along one direction than the other. 

This scale change would mean that the amplitude should be 

adjusted by a fractional amount equal to 140 msec of arc 

divided by 2000 sec of arc, or about 0.07%. It will be 

shown in a later section that this correction is of no 

consequence. 

The effect of thermally induced distortions upon 

the optics is discussed in Zanoni's dissertation and further 

elaborated upon in Clayton's dissertation. Mirror I has 

a time constant of approximately 17 min (Clayton 1973, p. 

48-52). The ambient temperature was observed to increase 

monotonically with time in the telescope and a constant tem

perature difference between the front and back of the mirror 

surfaces is attained. This thermal gradient dishes the mir

ror which produces an oblateness contribution of 12 arc msec. 

For the anisotropy experiment the contribution will be even 

less since it is a difference measurement of two similar 

data sets. 

Mirror II 

Mirror II, the azimuth mirror, rotates about a 

vertical axis. Since this mirror is approximately three 



times closer to the aperture stop than mirror I, its effect 

is proportionately smaller. Systematic errors fixed to 

mirror II rotate in the field as A, the azimuthal angle. 

This type of systematic error can in principle be identified 

since it rotates as 2(n + P + Z) with respect to the solar 

polar axis. Mirror II is also dished but by at most one-

half as much as mirror I. Since it is three times closer to 

the aperture stop, the oblateness contribution is at most 

one-sixth that of mirror I. 

The Lens 

Since the lens is fixed, any time independent 

deformation induced by the lens rotates as 11 + Z + A + P 

with respect to the image of the solar pole. The magnitude 

of an apparent oblateness contribution due to the lens is 

small due to its design (Zanoni 1966); namely, it is an 

optically slow (f/100) element located close (2 cm) to the 

aperture stop and its figure tolerance is A/10. Further, 

the magnitude of this type of contribution to anisotropy 

measurements is even smaller than for oblateness measure

ments. It was shown (Hill and Stebbins 1975, Table I) that 

this contribution is less than 1 arc msec. 

There are several ways to account for mirror I type 

errors. The method employed was to gather oblateness data 
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for a full day at one amplitude and compare it with another 

day's data at another amplitude. Thus, one could verify the 

magnitude and nature of mirror I type of instrumental 

oblateness contributions while obtaining the anisotropy 

results. 

It is possible to account for these systematic 

errors in another way if the contribution due to the lens 

is negligible. Let Aj and be the amplitudes of the 

mirror I and mirror II caused errors. Since these errors 

rotate with respect to a solar oblateness (which is presumed 

fixed with respect to the solar axis) as 2(n + P) and 

2(n + P + Z) , respectively, the systematic errors would vary 

as Aj cos 2 (n + P + <f>x) and Ajj cos 2(ri + P + Z + <$> 2) , 

respectively. P is essentially constant during a day, n is 

antisymmetric about true solar noon changing approximately 

180° during the day, and Z is symmetric about true solar 

noon going from 90° in the morning to a minimum of 9° (dur

ing the summer for our latitude) at true solar noon and back 

to 90° in the afternoon. 

<f>j and <j) are phase angles relating the a / :  5  of the 
elliptical mirrors to the error axes associated : :h that 

optical element. Noting that cos (90° + <(>) = - cos (-90° + <f>) , 

one sees that if one adds the data taken at those times be

fore and after true solar noon when 2ri = 90°, then the 
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contribution of the systematic errors is zero for this sum. 

This fact is a consequence of the elevation-azimuth type of 

telescope. Hence, only two data points are necessary to 

eliminate these systematic errors. This method was used as 

a check on the numbers obtained. 

Thermal distortions of the optical elements produce 

errors that, are fixed with respect to the optics after ther

mal equilibrium is attained. These effects can be treated 

as outlined above. During the period of transient thermal 

response, data is not taken. The thermal time constant of 

the mirrors is 17 min. 

Multiple reflections from the lens and window 

produce out of focus and displaced images, respectively. 

The image produced by the lens due to reflections from its 

front and back surfaces has about 0.16% as much flux as the 

primary image and is located at one-seventh (Zanoni 1966) 

the distance of the primary image. Hence, each point on the 

sun produces a secondary image which is out of focus at the 

image plane and whose spread is ± 2°. This spread is larger 

than the primary image plus oscillation amplitude; hence, 

the secondary image contributes to the primary image a con

stant background light level and is therefore not a source 

of error to the experiment. The window surfaces are planes 

skewed at an angle, of 15 arc sec with respect to one 
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another. Thus, the secondary image (due to multiple inter

nal reflections) is displaced an angular amount, 2n£, of 

approximately 45 arc sec with respect to the primary image 

where n is the index of refraction of the window (see 

Fig. 8). 

The intensity of the secondary image is approximate

ly 0.161 that of the primary. The displaced image will have 

a significant effect upon defining the solar edge if the 

amount it is displaced is slightly less than the oscillation 

amplitude. When the oscillation amplitude is less than the 

displacement, the detector receives an additional light flux 

which has very little harmonic content in it at twice the 

frequency of the oscillation, hence the edge defining in

tegral is not significantly affected. The lack of this 

frequency component is a consequence of the fact that the 

solar limb profile has a nearly constant slope to either 

side of the solar edge. 

Any oblateness which is caused by the wedge of the 

window rotates in the field in the same manner as the mir

ror I systematic errors; namely as 2 (ri + P) and hence can 

be accounted for approximately by the means discussed 

earlier. Furthermore, Hill and Stebbins (1975, Table I) 

have shown this contribution to be small, less than 0.3 arc 

msec. 
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AIR 

to secondary 
image 

to primary 
image 

Fig. 8. Angular displacement of secondary image due to 
telescope window. 

A ray of light passes through a window with a wedge 
angle, between the front and back surfaces. The secondary 
image produced by multiple reflections is displaced from the 
primary image by an angular amount 2n£, where n is the index 
of refraction of the window. 



Detector 

The edge detectors consist of two slits, two narrow 

band filters, and two photo detectors. They have been 

specified in Chapter III. 

Mechanical mispositioning of the slits can cause 

systematic errors. The first set of detector errors to be 

considered are those associated with displacements and rota

tions within a vertical plane containing the optical axis of 

the telescope. Suppose that the detector rotational axis 

and the optical axis are misaligned by a small angle. Then 

as the detector rotates from one diameter to another, there 

is an error which is due to the tilt of the detector rota

tional axis and whose magnitude varies as a function of the 

angular location of the diameter. For this error in an 

oblateness measurement to be less than 1 arc msec, the de

tector rotational axis needs to be coaxial to the optical 

axis within 0.06°. The detector in practice is aligned to 

better than 0.01°. 

The detector itself could be tilted with respect to 

its rotational axis. This tilt produces a less severe error 

since it changes the scale size for the difference between 

the polar and equatorial diameters. If the actual oblate

ness at the detector were 1 arc sec (including the atmo

spheric effect), then for an error of no more than 1 msec 



the detector must be aligned to the rotational axis within 

only 2.5°. The detector was aligned to within 0.5° of the 

rotational axis. If both the detector and its rotational 

axis are tilted by these small amounts of 0„06° and 2.5°, 

the effect could be as large as 125 arc msec. For the 

achieved alignment, the effect is less than 4 arc msec. 

Since the anisotropy test is a subtraction of oblateness 

measurements, this combined effect of 125 arc msec causes no 

first order error for this test. The correction that should 

be made to negate this effect would be a negligible additive 

fractional scale change of 1/16,000. 

Now suppose that the vertical position of the slits 

changes between diameters. For a 1 arc msec error in the 

differential diameter measurement, there would have to be a 

-* 3 
vertical displacement of 0.64 x 10 cm. Flexures in the 

supports as the detectors rotate is thought to be the major 

cause of such a change between diameters because the time 

involved is only a few minutes so that thermal expansion 

effects are small. For anisotropy measurements, the orienta

tion of the detectors is essentially the same for the two 

amplitudes of oscillation so that the same error appears for 

both amplitudes and thus is cancelled. This cancellation 

effect is true for all the systematic detector errors pre

viously discussed in this chapter. 
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If the detectors are placed at the wrong elevation 

and do not change during rotation, then there will be an 

effective scale change in the oblateness measurement. For 

a 1 arc sec difference between the polar and equatorial 

diameters (including atmospheric differential refraction) at 

the correct detector elevation, an error of 1 arc msec would 

result from the detectors being mispositioned vertically by 

0.64 cm. The detectors were positioned to within 0.32 cm of 

the correct focal plane. 

The second set of detector errors are those asso

ciated with displacements and rotations within a (horizontal) 

plane perpendicular to the optical axis. Suppose that the 

slits were not along a diameter but along a chord for one 

diameter measurement. Then for an error of 1 arc msec for 

that diameter, the slits would lie along a chord displaced 

approximately 10 of the nominal radius of the solar image, 

_ 3 
or about 6.4 x 10 cm. If the slits were displaced for 

both the polar and equatorial measurements, then this error 

would be cancelled to first order. The polar and equatorial 

measurements might be along different chords due to an 

electronically generated assymmetry, i.e., the primary 

trackers could cause the solar image to move perpendicular 

to the slits' axis as the detectors were rotated from one 

diameter to another. By monitoring the signals from the 
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primary tracker as they rotated, it was determined that the 

motion of the solar image with respect to the slits' axis 

~* 3 
was approximately 10 of the nominal radius of the solar 

image, or 1 arc msec. 

This 1 arc msec systematic oblateness error could be 

present in conjunction with errors due to 1) a tilt of the 

detector rotational axis with respect to the optical axis 

and 2) a tilt of the detector plane with respect to its 

rotational axis. The resultant systematic oblateness error 

would be less than 5 arc msec for the values used above 

in 1) and 2) of 0.01° and 2.5°, respectively. Furthermore, 

there is a first order cancellation of this type of error 

for the anisotropy test because it involves a subtraction of 

oblateness data. 

Now suppose that the slits are rotated with respect 

to the solar image's polar axis, i.e., the diameter measured 

is not the polar diameter. One would then measure a smaller 

oblateness. Suppose the radius, r, of the solar disk can be 

written as r = rQ + (A /2)P2(cos 0) where P2(cos 0) = 

%(3cos2 0 - 1), A /2 is two-thirds of the magnitude of tie 
ep 

difference between the sun's polar and equatorial radii, 0 

is the angle measured from the solar equator, and is the 

radius of a circular solar disk. The oblateness contribu

tion is written in this form because A /2 is the magnitude 
ep b 
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of the gravitational quadrupole moment of the sun if the 

visual edge of the solar disk coincides with a gravitational 

equipotential surface. To maintain a 1 arc msec accuracy 

assuming the presence of a 1 arc sec oblateness (A /2 = 1/3 
ep 

arc sec), an angular alignment of 1.3° would be required. 

The slits were thought to have been positioned to within 

this tolerance, but it was recently discovered that there 

probably was an error of 10° to 15° which would decrease the 

size of an observed oblateness by a factor of cos 20 or 

to 87% of the correct value. Assuming the (A /2)P2(cos 0) 

oblateness is valid for all amplitudes, then the anisotropy 

result would scale by the same factor also. 

Since the anisotropy measurement is dependent upon 

the oscillation amplitude, systematic errors in this ampli

tude must be small. If the solar image were to oscillate 

at different amplitudes for different rotational positions 

of the edge detectors, a serious systemic error would be 

introduced. The bimorphs which mechanically initiated the 

oscillation of the solar diameter across the edge detectors 

rotate with the detectors thus eliminating them from con

tributing to this type of error. 

Mirror II might introduce systematic differences in 

the reproduction of the oscillation due to its mechanical 

response being a function of the oscillation axis. Since 



there is an electronic coordinate transformation between the 

silicon cell oscillation (error) signals and the two mirror 

II oscillation drive signals, it is conceivable that these 

electronics could produce a systematic error as a function 

of position which would rotate with mirror II. This problem 

is reduced by a factor of (1/1 + G) by driving mirror II in 

a servo loop, where G is the closed loop gain at that fre

quency. However, the amplitude of oscillation would have to 

change by only 0.005% to produce a 1 arc msec change in the 

measured solar diameter at an oscillation amplitude of 54 

arc sec. The oscillation amplitude was adjusted to 0.5% by 

examining as a function of position the amplified error sig

nal from the silicon cell detectors and adjusting the elec

tronic gains in the appropriate coordinate transform 

channels. The remaining error of approximately 100 arc msec 

resulting from this change in the oscillation amplitude can 

be reduced further by two methods. 1) The silicon cell 

error signals can be monitored and corrections based upon 

these signals can be made. 2) Since this systematic error 

rotates with mirror II, it can be combined with oth-.-r mirror 

II errors which are identified by their rotation in the 

image plane as discussed earlier. 
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Solar Activity 

Localized solar activity of less than a few degrees 

in extent can have an adverse effect upon the anisotropy 

measurements. Sunspots and other phenomena usually found 

near faculae and white flares are of particular concern. 

Sunspots have never appeared at the poles and are seldom 

found within 5° of the equator (Abell 1969, p. 468). Al

though data was taken at latitudes greater than 5° from the 

equator, it is possible by examining solar patrol photo

graphs before and after the days on which data \vas acquired 

to determine whether or not this type of local structure 

influenced the data. It is also possible by deliberately 

examining sunspot regions to ascertain the sensitivity of 

the detector to their presence (see Chapter V) . 

Photospheric granules are clusters of bright cells 

surrounded by dark delineations usually about 1 to 2 arc 

sec in size. The slit of the edge detector is over 100 arc 

sec long perpendicular to the direction of oscillation and 

hence statistically reduces their effect. Other solar 

activity such as flares and prominences is visible in cer

tain spectral line regions and hence does not influence the 

edge measurements which are made in the continuum. 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

Instrumental and Atmospheric 
Seeing Offset 

Atmospheric and instrumental seeing could conceiv

ably produce a large systematic effect upon the anisotropy 

measurements. The formalism discussed in Chapter IV in the 

section titled "Atmospheric" was used to correct for the 

seeing contribution to an oblateness measurement. It has 

been subsequently shown by Hill, Stebbins, and Oleson (1975) 

that the seeing contributions at both scan amplitudes are 

different than was previously thought. They are completely 

negligible (smaller than was previously thought) at the 54 

arc sec scan amplitude. At the 6.8 arc sec scan amplitude, 

the seeing correction should also have been negligible 

according to Hill, Stebbins, and Oleson (1975). However, 

in this case, the correction that was made ;^as nearly cor

rect. This result was due to an unfortunate 5° tilt of the 

detector slits (slits were not tangent to the solar limb) 

which caused the effective seeing to be quite large and 

caused the seeing correction also to be large. It was un

fortunate in that because of this, the low sensitivity of 
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the FFTD was missed in this and Clayton's work. Since the 

seeing was not anisotropic, the incorrect removal of the 

seeing contribution at the larger scan amplitude merely pro 

duced more scatter in the data than there would have been 

if the seeing correction had been handled properly. No 

systematic oblateness error was introduced. Stebbins (1970 

p. 53) calculates the relationship between the inverse 

logarithmic derivative, m, and the variance, a2, for a 

Gaussian (atmospheric and instrumental) transfer function 

using the empirical equation of the solar limb profile of 

Chapter II, the section titled "Effect Calculated Using a 

Two Parameter Fit to an Anisotropic Solar Limb Profile." 

where G and G' refer to the solar limb intensity and its 

derivative as before. Keeping the first a correction term 

to m for a = 4 arc sec, one obtains m = 1.19a. 

The values of m for each edge were calculated on

line from stored average limb profiles, G(t) , which were 

gathered during the run by monitoring the outputs of the 

edge detectors as the solar image was oscillated. The rela 

tive edge separation was measured by the interferometer. 

The values for m varied from approximately 3 to 8 

arc sec for runs of 16 sec [see Fig. 9 (Clayton 1973, 
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Fig. 9. Time variation of measured "seeing" parameter. 

This data was taken on the afternoon of June 28, 
1972. 
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Fig. 9)]. These values correspond to seeing of 6 to 16 arc 

sec (FWHM). But as mentioned above, these large values were 

due to the slits being 5° from tangent to the solar edge. 

Scan Amplitude Offset 

The change in the lock-on point (solar edge) with a 

change in the scan amplitude of the solar image was studied 

by measuring the solar polar diameter for several scan 

amplitudes between 4.8 and 54 arc sec. Atmospheric refrac

tion and seeing corrections to the interferometrically mea

sured slit separations were incorrectly made. These plots 

are available in the SCLERA Progress Report (1972) . It 

serves no purpose to reproduce them here. 

Solar Limb Profile Anisotropy 
Measurements 

The solar oblateness was measured for an oscillation 

amplitude of the solar image of 54 arc sec and the results 

compared to those obtained during the same period by Clayton 

(1973) at 6.8 arc sec. As discussed in Chapters II and III, 

a non-zero difference in these two oblateness values demon

strates the presence of a limb anisotropy. Before the re

sults are presented, the method of data collection is dis

cussed . 

Acquisition of the solar image by closing the 

primary tracking servo loops is accomplished early in the 
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morning so that the telescope optics will attain thermal 

equilibrium well before talcing oblateness data. The slits 

are then driven to diametrically opposed edges of the solar 

image as defined by Eq. (46). The solar oblateness computer 

program is then enabled. 

First the edge detectors are rotated (as a unit) so 

that they lie along the equatorial diameter. After waiting 

85 sec to allow for the decay of any transient response, 

data is collected for 128 sec. This data includes: 

1) the average interferometer value; 

2) the average of the interferometer values 

squared; 

3) the atmospheric temperature and pressure 

at the middle of the 128 sec run; 

4) the actual angular position of the edge 

detectors as measured at the middle of the 

run by an optical encoder; 

5) the solar azimuthal and zenith angles at 

the middle of the run; 

6) True Solar Time (TST) at the middle of the 

run; 

7) the average gain of the primary servo loop; 

8) the average inverse logarithmic derivative 

at each edge; 



9) and the sum of the average squared inverse 

logarithmic derivatives at each edge. 

To obtain 1) above, the interferometer hardware 

averager (with a 1 sec time constant) is read every half 

second. The pressure and temperature transducers (item 3) 

are mounted just outside the vacuum window and are accurate 

to 1%. These values are used in conjunction with the solar 

azimuthal and zenith angles to correct for atmospheric re

fraction. The logarithmic derivatives (item 8) are obtained 

from average limb profile data sets, data points for the 

limb profile being collected every 10 msec or 64 per image 

oscillation. As discussed in the first section of this 

chapter, seeing corrections were based upon this slope 

parameter. The data control program then causes the edge 

detector assembly to rotate to the polar diameter. Again 

after waiting 85 sec, a similar data set is collected. 

From each equatorial polar measurement set a 

diameter difference is calculated which has been corrected 

for differential atmospheric refraction and seeing. These 

diameter differences, A, are obtained nearly every 7 min 

from 4 min 16 sec of data and analyzed by a least squares 

fit to obtain Aq for this oscillation amplitude. Similar 

analysis is performed upon the data obtained using the other 
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oscillation amplitude (either 6.8 or 54 arc sec) and the 

results compared. The number of days in the spring and 

summer of 1972 during which data could be acquired was 

severely limited by unusually cloudy weather. However, the 

data which was collected appears reliable and reproducible. 

Figure 10 is a plot of A versus the parallactic 

angle, n, for data taken July 2, 1972, at an oscillation 

amplitude of 54 arc sec. The solid curve is a two parameter 

least squares fit of 

A = A + A n cos 2 (n + P) (48) 
ep o Ml J 

to the data with two free parameters, Aq and A^. A0 is the 

intrinsic diameter difference and A^ is the amplitude of 

the errors which rotate in the image plane in a manner simi

lar to the mirror I axes. The cos 2(ri + P) functional 

dependence is due to a spherical dishing of the mirror. 

Mirror I type errors are assumed to be the dominant system

atic error. This assumption is verified by the fit tc the 

results. 

(a = 54) = 0.385 ± 0.025 arc sec 

A m i  (a = 54) = - 0.170 ± 0.048 arc sec. 
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Fig. 10. Solar oblateness for a = 54 arc sec 

The observed difference A between the equatorial 
and polar diameters at a = 54 arc sec as a function of the 
parallactic angle n defined by Smart. These data were ob
tained on July 2, 1972. The solid curve is a least squares 
fit of Eq. (48) to the data yielding the results on the pre
vious page. The angle n increases monotonically during the 
day passing through zero at noon. The change in n around 
noon is 90° in approximately 1% hours. 
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It is difficult and impractical to try to isolate 

the systematic errors which rotate like the mirror II axes 

from those errors that rotate like the mirror I axes. The 

reason for this difficulty is that the parameter that dis

tinguishes mirror II and related errors from mirror I re

lated errors did not change much during the period when data 

was taken. This parameter is Z, the zenith angle. He-ice, 

the error contribution of an anisotropic scan amplitude and 

other contributions which rotate with mirror II are effec

tively included in the fit of the data to . The inferred 

anisotropic scan amplitude produces a 0.100 arc sec offset 

at a = 54 arc sec (see Chapter IV, the section entitled 

"Detector") and a 0.010 arc sec offset at a = 6.8 arc sec 

(Clayton 1973, p. 122). This effect is the largest system

atic error remaining that can be fitted to A^ after the 

error due to the dishing of mirror I has been considered. 

Thus, A^ (a = 54) could be approximately 0.090 arc sec 

larger in magnitude than A^ (a = 6.8) if the anisotropic 

scan caused oblateness were oriented the same as the mirror 

I caused oblateness. The data support this possibility 

(see the next section). 

As was discussed in Chapter IV, it is possible for 

the detector to be misaligned in such a way as to contribute 



a sizable systematic error to an oblateness measurement. 

This error will cancel itself in the anisotropy measurement 

if the closed loop gain of the edge detector servo loops is 

the same for both scan amplitudes, or if the time between 

the end of one diameter measurement and the middle of the 

next is very long compared to the closed loop time constant 

of the edge detector servo loop (Hill and Stebbins 1975, 

Section IV). It has been calculated that the magnitude of 

the error contributed to an oblateness measurement by the 

detector is approximately 63 arc msec (Hill and Stebbins 

1975, Section IV). Using 10 and 20 sec for the servo time 

constants for the two scan amplitudes in 1972 and using 

their misalignment data as an estimate of the misalignment 

during the 1972 observations, it is possible to estimate 

(using the formalism in Hill and Stebbins 1975, Section IV) 

the error contributed to an anisotropy measurement. This 

error is negligible, being approximately 0.14 arc msec. 

An error in the computer program which removes 

atmospheric refraction effects has been discovered. For

tunately, the error was of such a nature that during the 

time of these measurements and Clayton's measurements, no 

significant error was introduced. It is possible to obtain 

a value for A by adding the values for A at ri = ± 45° and 
0 P 

dividing by two. As discussed in Chapter IV, this value is 
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free of any steady state systematic errors which rotate with 

mirror I or mirror II. As can be seen, the value obtained 

by this method is in close agreement with the above results. 

Data taken on June 19 and July 1 were not sufficient for a 

quantitative fit but by utilizing the above technique, 

values for Aq were obtained which were in agreement with 

the July 2 data. 

Data were taken by Paul Clayton at an image oscilla

tion amplitude of 6.8 arc sec and has already been reported 

(Clayton 1973, p. 120). As was the case with the 54 arc sec 

oscillation amplitude data, some data lent itself to quan

titative least squares analysis while the other data was 

supportive. A reproduction of Clayton's results for June 16 

and 17, 1972, is plotted in Fig. 11 (Clayton 1973, p. 121). 

The analysis shows that A^ = - 0.095 ± 0.054 arc sec and 

A = 0.121 ± 0.029 arc sec. These values were also sup-
o 

ported by other 6.8 arc sec oscillation amplitude data taken 

on May 22 and June 28 (Clayton 1973, p. 122). These results 

can be compared to the author's at an oscillation amplitu-io 

of 54 arc sec. There is a significant difference: 

A Q ( 5 4 )  -  A E P ( 6 . 8 )  =  0 . 2 6 4  ±  0 . 0 3 8  arc sec. 
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Fig. 11. Solar oblateness for a = 6.8 arc sec. 

The observed difference Aep between the equatorial 
and polar_diameters at a = 6.8 arc sec as a function of the 
parallactic angle r). These data were obtained on June 17, 
1972. The solid curve is a least squares fit of Eq. (48) 
to the data. The angle n increases monotonically during the 
day passing through zero at noon. The change in r| around 
noon is 90° in approximately 1% hours. 
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Effect of Sunspots 

The above data were taken when sunspots were not 

near the measured solar limb regions as was verified by 

examining Sacramento Peak solar patrol photographs . No 

sunspots i\fhich would have appeared 011 any of the edges were 

present for the days immediately before or after the above 

data were taken. However, the influence of the sunspoi• 

upon the determination of an oblateness measurement is ap

parent in Fig. 12. This data was collected jointly with 

Paul Clayton and was first published in the SCLERA Progress 

Report (1972). It is reproduced here for completeness. 

This plotted data has been corrected for instrumental errors 

from mirror I (A,,, = - 0.137 arc sec) and shows how the 
ml 

value of agreed early in the morning and became negative 

later in the day. A negative oblateness means that the 

equatorial diameter was smaller than the polar diameter. 

These data were taken on June 24, 1972, when a sunspot was 

coming over the eastern equatorial limb of the sun as was 

determined from a spectroheliogram for June 27, 1972. The 

ability of the edge detectors to track sunspots was demon

strated on several other occasions. The sensitivity of the 

edge detectors to solar limb anisotropies is demonstrated by 

the above results. 
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Fig. 12. Effect of sunspot on measured oblateness. 

The A at a = 6.8 arc sec C^ep corrected for the instrumental error assuming 
= " 0.137 arc sec) as a function of the parallactic angle n. These data were ob

tained on June 24, 1972. The solid line is a smooth curve drawn through the data 
showing the effect of a sun spot. The angle rt increases monotonically during the 
day, passing through zero at noon. The change in n around noon is 90° in approxi
mately 1% hours. 
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Comparison to a 8 ^ Anisotropy in the 
Solar Limb Profile 

The anisotropy result of 0.264 ± 0.054 arc sec can 

_ v 
be compared to 1) the anisotropic 5 excess brightness 

-P 
model (Chapter II, the section entitled "Effect of a 5 2 

Anisotropy in the Solar Limb Profile") quantified by 

Ingersoll and Spiegel (1971) or any other model having the 

same functional dependence such as Chapman and Ingersoll's 

facular model (1972). It is also shown that it is possible 

to modify the A and B coefficients of the empirical limb 

profile to agree with the data presented here but the re

sulting oblateness signal would have been identified by the 

Princeton experiment as an intrinsic oblateness. 

From Eq. (32) and Eq. (35) , the <5 anisotropy term 

is approximately 

Aep (54) - Aep (6.8) * 2.95 k/A arc sec . (49) 

The fit of this model can be compared in two ways. First, 

extrapolating the results to zero scan amplitude using 

Eq. (49), one obtains an intrinsic oblateness of - ".076 ± 

0.042 arc sec and k/A = 0.089 ± 0.013 /arc sec. 

A second way to compare this model to the results 

is to assume that the intrinsic oblateness is 0.015 arc sec 

produced by a uniformly rotating sun and make a least 



squares fit of the oblateness values measured at 6.8 and 54 

arc sec scans to Eq. (49). The fit shown in Fig. 13 is 

reasonably good and yields a value of k/A = 0.066 arc sec. 

This value is 3.9 times as large as that required to account 

for the Princeton oblateness results (see Chapter II, the 

_ X-

section entitled "Effect of a { '2 Anistropy in the Solar 

Limb Profile"). 

Comparison to a Two Parameter Fit Anisotropy 
in the Solar Limb Profile 

In Chapter II, the section entitled "Effect 

Calculated Using a Two Parameter Fit to an Anisotropic Solar 

Limb Profile," it was concluded that if there were 1% 

anisotropy in the empirical coefficients such that the y 

associated with the equator differed by II from that as

sociated with the poles, then one would measure an aniso

tropy contribution of 99 arc msec using the FFTD and scan 

amplitude of 6.8 and 54 arc sec. To produce the measured 

anisotropy difference of 0.264 ± 0.038 arc sec, a 2.7 ± 0.41 

anisotropy in y would be needed. For this anisotropy and 

the data taken at the two scan amplitudes, the oblateness at 

zero scan amplitude would be 0.105 ± 0.030 arc sec. 

If one fits the data at these two scan amplitudes to 

a 0.015 arc sec oblateness caused by a uniformly rotating 

sun, one obtains a 3.61 anisotropy in y. The fit is very 
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Fig. 13. RMS fit to <5 anisotropy. 

A plot of A g as a function of the scan amplitude, a. 
The solid curve is a least squares fit of Eq. (49) to the 
data with the assumption that the intrinsic oblateness is 
0.015 arc sec produced by a uniformly rotating sun. 
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poor, however, differing from the FFTD measurement by 

approximately 84 arc msec at a scan amplitude of 6.8 arc 

sec. 

As pointed out in Chapter II, this type of aniso-

tropy has no theoretical basis and is used merely to demon

strate the ability of the FFTD method to detect the presence 

of an anisotropy. It was shown in Chapter II, the section 

entitled "Effect Calculated Using a Two Parameter Fit to an 

Anisotropic Solar Limb Profile," that an anisotropy in y of 

this magnitude could fully account for the Princeton oblate-

ness and yet it is possible that its presence could not have 

been detected using their method. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is a 0.264 ± 0.038 arc sec difference in the 

finite Fourier coefficients of the solar limbs associated 

with the equator and the poles for the data taken in 1972. 

Although the exact nature of the solar limb anisotropy can

not be obtained, it is apparent that a significant aniso

tropy exists and that the polar-equatorial limbs have the 

relationship depicted in Fig. 14 and discussed in Chapter II 

in the section on solar oblateness. The data gathered is 

-if 
in agreement with the 6 2 excess brightness model of 

Ingersoll and Spiegel (1971) and the facular model of 

Chapman and Ingersoll (1972) with a facular constant 3.9 

as large as that required to account for the Princeton 

visual oblateness results (Dicke and Goldenberg 1967). A 

larger constant is not unexpected since this data was taken 

during a more active solar period. 

Recent anisotropy measurements (Hill and Stebbins 

1975) in late 1973 have shown that the solar anisotropy is 

transitory with a lifetime ^ months. For oscillation 

amplitudes of 6.8 and 27.2 arc sec, an excess brightness of 

essentially zero was observed for a three week period in 
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September 1973. Two months later in November and December, 

the anisotropy was approximately 225 arc msec. During the 

time of reduced excess brightness, the solar oblateness 

was 10.4 ± 12.5 arc msec which is in agreement with that 

expected from a uniformly rotating sun and refutes the 

Princeton conclusion of an oblate sun. 



APPENDIX 

CALCULATION OF THE LOCK-ON POINT, qx, FOR A 
TWO PARAMETER EMPIRICAL FIT 

TO THE SOLAR LIMB 

By keeping the first three terms in the expansion of 

b(q,a) in a Taylor series about u = 0, q = r0, one obtained 

Eq. (6): 

r = Aq 
o n 

b i + b" b 
p- 1 r- r- (6) 

The values of b and its first two derivatives can be 

obtained from 

b = b (q, a) 
q=r 

t=|sin_1[(r0-q)/a] 

2 
T 

tot g(q + a sin —^ cos cut dt 

© -T/2 
q=r 

o 

(A-1) 

b' 

and 

b" 

db(q ,a) 
dq 

d2b 
eq2" 

t=|sin"1[Cr0-q)/a] 

d [2  ^  .tot 
dq T g q + a Sin~~2 

-T/2 

t=S"sin" 1 f Cr0-q)/a] 

q=r, 

q=r 

d2 12 
hq*|t 

tot 
q + a sin —^ 

cos cot dt 

(A-2) 

cos tot dt 

•T/2 
q=r 

(A-3) 
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where for x = q + a sin £ r , l 0 

gO) = g 
tot 

q + a sm —j 

and 

g(x) = 0 for x > rQ 

= A+B/2/r /r -q-a sin (cot/2) 
o o 

(A-4) 

Eq. (A-4) is a two parameter description of the solar limb 

(Allen 1963). 

The integral in Eq. (A-l) becomes 

b = 2 Ay/a 
T 

T/2 
/iTir~aTt7r2 

i . 2 COt 
1-sxn dt (A-5) 

where 
Y = 

This integral can be evaluated from tables using Gamma 

functions: 

'u/2 . m j sin x dx = 
'/?) r 

I 2 

f  i  m+1 

m+2 

V J 

for m > - 1, and using 

(A-6) 

T(n + 1) = nT(n) (A- 7) 

The integrals of Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3) can similarly 

be rewritten and evaluated. One must remember that the 
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limits of the integrals are a function of q and that the 

derivatives with respect to q are taken before the right 

hand sides of the equations are evaluated at q = r . Then 

one can show that 

b' = 

and 

A. 1 -2 + 
r \ 
TL 

7r/a /a T V. J • 

T/2 
sin 

^ cot " "2 1-sin2 
tot dt (A- 8) 

b" = 
-3/-i ' 1 
T 

B 
T/2 

1 - 2 sin2 

sin V7 
wt/2 

tot/ 2 
dt (A-9) 

This last integral can be evaluated with the aid of 

Eq. 432.90 found in Dwight (1957) 

dx - COS X 
+ 
'n-2' [ dx 

. n 
sin x f  i *\ • n— 1 (n-l)sm x 

+ 
n-l . n-2 

sin x 
(A-10) 

The three integrals can be written in terms of the 

functions: 

b = 4Ay 
15 

'a fr (7/4) 
7T lr(5/4) 

(A-ll) 

b' = - 2A 
ira 

1 + r /arr r c 5/4) 

nw 

b" = _B 

/if 

~3 /z r(7/4) 
[r(5/4)J 

(A-12) 

(A-13) 
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where 

and 

r(7/4) = 0.91906 

r (5/4) = 0.90640 

Using these values, Eq. (6) can be written as 

= 

3 / 
0.240ya ' 2 

1 + 0.44ya *71 
0.108y2a 

(1 + 0.44ya '2)z-
(A-14) 
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